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**Vision**
Informed and active consumers can improve their safety as a patient or as a patient’s representative.

PPECA is the first model for building patient safety awareness for consumers through community partnerships involving a public library and a healthcare institution.

**Objectives**
- Baseline knowledge on patient safety for consumers
- Importance of establishing community partnerships
- Foundation for creating your own community patient safety event

**Training Modules**
- One consumer’s story
- Context and elements of safety
- Prepared with information: The role of information in the safety of care

**Outcomes**
- Train-the-trainer program created
- 68 participants
- New partnerships formed or reinforced
- Participation higher in small towns
- Interprofessional relationships developed

**PPECA Team**
- **Linda J. Walton**, Director, Hardin Library for the Health Sciences
- **Mary Kay Brooks**, Senior Administrative Associate, Clinical Outcomes & Resource Management, University Hospitals and Clinics
- **Mindwell Egeland**, Director, Patients’ Library, University Hospitals and Clinics
- **Tanya Uden-Holman**, Associate Dean for Education and Student Affairs, College of Public Health
- **Chris Childs**, Education & Outreach Librarian, Hardin Library for the Health Sciences
- **Lorri Zipperer**, Cybrarian, Zipperer Project Management, Evanston, IL

http://hosted.lib.uiowa.edu/ppeca/
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